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Abstract

Online labor platforms, such as the Amazon Mechanical
Turk, provide an effective framework for eliciting responses
to judgment tasks. It is a fast and cheap way to obtain for
example emotion annotations for machine-learning applica-
tions. Previous work has shown that workers respond best
to financial incentives, especially to extra bonuses. However,
most of the tested incentives involve describing the bonus
conditions in formulas instead of plain English. We believe
that different incentives given in English (or in qualitative
framing) will result in differences in workers performance,
especially when task difficulties vary. In this paper, we report
the results of a crowdsourcing experiment comparing work-
ers performance using only qualitative framings of financial
incentives. Our results demonstrate a significant increase in
workers performance using a specific well-formulated quali-
tative framing inspired by the Peer Truth Serum. This positive
effect is observed for categorical labeling and only when the
difficulty of the task is high, while when the task is easy there
is no difference of which incentives to use.

Introduction
There are some problems that machine intelligence cannot
solve yet, but that can be solved by using human com-
putation and crowdsourcing techniques (Quinn and Bed-
erson 2011). Such techniques are especially beneficial for
tasks involving human subjective judgment, such as col-
lecting opinions, preferences, relevance estimations, ratings,
or emotion categorization, because of unavailability of suc-
cessful algorithms to estimate them automatically. The prac-
tical examples of such tasks include evaluation of web-
sites content (Kittur, Chi, and Suh 2008), judging rele-
vance of documents to queries (Kazai, Kamps, and Milic-
Frayling 2013), rating applicants’ resumes for appropriate-
ness to a specific job description (Harris 2011), and eval-
uating emotions of words (Mohammad and Turney 2013;
Warriner, Kuperman, and Brysbaert 2013).

Online labor markets, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk), allow interested parties, called requesters, to post
problems formulated as human intelligence tasks (HITs) and
recruit many humans, called workers, to solve given HITs in
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exchange for a monetary reward. However, the quality of the
answers returned by inexpert, remote workers presents an
important concern for the usefulness of such crowdsourcing
process. The standard techniques for quality assurance, such
as combining answers from different workers and posterior
removal of non-satisfactory answers (Ipeirotis, Provost, and
Wang 2010), assume the existence of a correct answer. Yet,
for judgment tasks, it is difficult to establish the validity of a
specific answer based only on the (dis-)agreement with the
majority label. For example, in the task of text emotion la-
beling, one worker can label the text “I have spent the full
day shopping” as Pleasure, while another one can label it
as Regret. Both answers should be considered as valid be-
cause both emotions are possible to experience in this situ-
ation. Also, using easier, less ambiguous “trap door” ques-
tions for validation could make them easier to recognize by
malicious workers trying to answer only those questions cor-
rectly. Therefore, a special care has to be taken to motivate
workers beforehand to put more effort and provide valid an-
swers to all questions.

Previous research showed the potential of motivat-
ing workers by introducing additional incentives, such as
bonuses for good-quality answers (Ho et al. 2015; Harris
2011). Yet, these works required knowing correct answers
to detect which workers’ answers have substantial quality
and deserve a bonus. The schemas without this requirement
would be preferable for judgment tasks. In this direction,
other works suggest that giving bonus based on the consis-
tency with peer answers is most advantageous (Shaw, Hor-
ton, and Chen 2011; Huang and Fu 2013; Faltings et al.
2014). Such peer-oriented schemas originate from game-
theoretic approach to incentivizing truthful answers (Prelec
2004), and thus they imply the mathematical formulation of
bonus computation. However, a lay person from MTurk is
unlikely to fully understand the implications of such com-
putations, especially in case of non-mathematical judgment
tasks (such as emotion labeling). To overcome this, we sug-
gest to study alternative simplified formulations of the peer-
oriented schemas suitable for application in judgment tasks
without any mathematical formulas. We refer to this ap-
proach as qualitative framing. We compare in this work sev-
eral peer-oriented incentives with other incentives inspired
by previous research on social incentives in crowdsourcing,
such as compliance with expert answers and reliance on per-



sonal judgment of quality (Shaw, Horton, and Chen 2011).
In short, we investigate the effects of framing financial

incentives using different social and peer-oriented formula-
tions on obtaining better-quality answers in crowdsourcing
judgment tasks, which are studied while using emotion an-
notation in text as a test task.

We also consider two different levels of task difficulty in
order to analyze whether the effects differ. It is expected that,
when the task is easy, the quality of the work should not vary
much under different incentive conditions. However, when
the task is more difficult and requires particular effort from
the workers, one can expect that the incentive used has more
impact on the quality of the workers’ answers.

Our experimental results verify this for categorical la-
beling: for difficult tasks, it is beneficial to use one spe-
cific and well-formulated incentive, while there is no dif-
ference which one to use for easy tasks. More specifically,
we find that so called Peer Truth Serum, which asks work-
ers to both agree with their peers and provide non-common
answers, gives systematically better performance results (in
terms of label agreement and correctness) compared to the
other tested incentives on more difficult data. Nevertheless,
comparing the agreement of the fine-grained text annota-
tions reveals that the choice of incentive has effect on it only
for easier tasks.

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. We
start by reviewing related work. We proceed with a descrip-
tion of the case task of emotion annotation and give the de-
tails of the crowdsourcing experiment, along with the details
of each incentive schema. We then explain how the data was
collected and treated, and continue with an analysis of the
results. Finally, we conclude the paper and propose direc-
tions for the future work.

Related work
A significant amount of prior research work on crowdsourc-
ing is devoted to studying different factors that influence
workers’ performance. Previous studies have investigated
whether the quality of the workers’ answers varies with
certain aspects of the task design, such as task presenta-
tion (Finnerty et al. 2013), instructions (Willett, Heer, and
Agrawala 2012), and split of work into task units and pay-
ment schema (Mao et al. 2013; Kazai, Kamps, and Milic-
Frayling 2013). As in online labor market (e.g. MTurk) the
primary incentive for doing tasks is a monetary reward,
the effects of financial incentives are widely studied in the
crowdsourcing research. However, the evidences of their
positive effects on workers’ performance are inconclusive.
Several researchers showed that payment magnitude has no
effect on the quality of the workers’ answers, only on their
willingness to perform more tasks (Mason and Watts 2009;
Rogstadius et al. 2011). At the same time, placing addi-
tional performance-based bonuses (i.e. those that reward
better workers’ performance) was shown to have positive
effect in crowdsourcing tasks (Harris 2011; Ho et al. 2015;
Faltings et al. 2014). The experiments of Ho et al. (2015)
suggest that the effectiveness of financial bonuses can de-
pend on the type of a studied task, on the amount of bonus
and base payment, as well as on the criteria for obtaining a

reward. There are additional evidences that such effects can
depend on the difficulty of the task (Mao et al. 2013). In this
work, we evaluate how much the effects of financial incen-
tives depend on the framing of the bonus criteria, while also
varying the difficulty of the task.

The effects of extrinsic, financial incentives can be in-
tertwined with different intrinsic incentives, such as fun,
altruism, or glory. Rogstadius et al. (2011) showed that
workers’ accuracy can be improved significantly through
intrinsic motivators (by framing the task as for charity),
especially when the monetary reward is low. Shaw, Hor-
ton, and Chen (2011) extensively compared 14 different so-
cial, financial, and hybrid incentives for a content analy-
sis task. Only financial incentives that asked to prospec-
tively think about the responses of their peers produced
a more accurate output. Paying bonuses based on the an-
swers matching other workers’ answers was confirmed to
improve accuracy in counting tasks (Huang and Fu 2013;
Faltings et al. 2014). Our work aims to investigate alterna-
tive formulations of bonus criteria that are also based on peer
agreement and social conformity, but framed in a qualitative
simplified language without referencing to any mathemati-
cal formulas.

Another distinguishing property of our experiments is the
use of a judgment task. The described studies of financial
incentives mostly used syntactically generated tasks with di-
rectly verifiable answers, such as counting objects or find-
ing spelling mistakes. That made it possible to set objective
bonus criteria, e.g. percentage of correct answers or range
of difference from the exact quantitative answer (e.g. ±3).
Yet, in reality, not all crowdsourcing tasks have unique ir-
refutable ground-truth for validation and bonus computa-
tion. Punishing a non-conforming, but truthful answer in a
judgment task would be undesirable. We use in our experi-
ments a judgment task of annotating emotions in text docu-
ments, which requires more vague bonus formulations.

The emotion annotation in text is an example task valu-
able for building systems that aim to empower computers
with the reasoning about affective phenomena, such as senti-
ments, feelings, and emotions (Picard 1995). Crowdsourcing
allows for less costly data labeling required for building such
systems (Morris and McDuff 2014). Annotation of affective
components and categories was performed with crowdsourc-
ing for speech utterances (Snel et al. 2012), music (Soley-
mani et al. 2013), and videos (Riek, Oconnor, and Robin-
son 2011). The closest to our case task are crowdsourcing
tasks for building emotion lexicons (Mohammad and Tur-
ney 2013; Warriner, Kuperman, and Brysbaert 2013).

Overall, using a well-designed judgment task, we conduct
the experiments to discover whether any particular framing
of financial incentive (formulated with the qualitative, non-
mathematical description of bonus criteria) is more effec-
tive for obtaining better-quality answers. We also analyze
the differences in such effects depending on the level of task
difficulty, where we expect easy condition to have less or no
effect of specific incentives compared to the difficult condi-
tion.



Figure 1: A case task of annotating tweets with emotions.

Case Task: Emotion Annotation
In order to investigate the impact of using framing of incen-
tives to motivate workers, we use in our experiment a spe-
cific judgment task—annotating emotions in tweets (short
status updates from social media platform Twitter.com).
This task pursues two goals. The first one is to collect the
most probable emotion labels corresponding to a tweet as
felt by its writer. The second one is to collect emotion
cues representative for each separate emotion. These can be
words or word sequences (n-grams). Because of the subjec-
tive nature of emotions, these answers are based on work-
ers’ personal judgments, which makes emotion annotation a
judgment task.

The task interface is depicted in Figure 1. After reading
the text of the tweet, workers are asked for three answers.
1) First, a worker should identify what dominant emotion
the author of the tweet felt when writing it (emotion cate-
gory label) and how strong it was. To elicit this informa-
tion, we employ the Geneva Emotion Wheel (GEW, ver-
sion 2 (Scherer 2005)). It consists of 20 emotion categories
from which the worker must choose, and each emotion is ex-
pressed at three different strengths (low, medium, or high).
Two additional answer options are available: No emotion and
Other emotion. 2) After that, in case an emotion was present,
the worker must provide the indicators of the chosen emo-
tion appearing in the tweet text (they can be either one word
or a sequence of words). 3) Lastly, the worker should input
additional emotion indicators related to the selected emo-
tion (they should not be from the tweet text, but produced
by workers themselves based on personal experience). The
last two questions allow not only to collect emotional indi-
cators of selected emotions, but also to ensure that workers
can explain their selection of emotion and put enough effort
in the task.

Besides being a judgment task, emotion annotation has
another advantage for testing different financial incentives: it
requires more effort to answer properly. The workers should
read and understand the text of the tweet, think of which
emotion is dominant, and additionally select and provide
emotion indicators. We assume that this property will lead
to effectiveness of using monetary bonuses for providing
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Figure 2: Experiment design schema.

better-quality answers. Also, incorporating both categorical
labeling and collection of emotional entries within one task
will allow us to test the effects of financial incentives on dif-
ferent types of sub-tasks when they are tied together.

Experiment Design
The experiment design schema is depicted in Figure 2. In the
preview of the HIT, all workers were shown the participatory
call for annotating 10 tweets with emotion labels and indica-
tors. They were also informed that they will be asked to fol-
low a short obligatory tutorial before doing the task, and to
answer optional demographic and task feedback questions.
The obligatory tutorial consists of three questions relating to
each part of the task, and its goal is to ensure that all parts
of the task are well understood by the worker. Each worker
could perform this HIT only once. The base payment was
set to $0.5 USD, and there was information about a chance
to obtain an additional bonus of $0.1 USD (without specific
details shown in the preview). We limit the bonus amount
to moderate 20% of the base payment, because promising
a large bonus, combined with more vague, qualitative con-
ditions for obtaining it, could induce cheating behavior or
discourage workers to aim for this when they are less certain
to obtain it.

Our experiment aims to distinguish the effects of differ-
ent qualitative framing of financial incentives, while varying
the level of the task difficulty. Thus, we follow a between-
subject factorial experiment design, with 2 levels of task dif-
ficulty and 6 bonus descriptions. After accepting the HIT,
each worker was randomly assigned to one of the 2×6 treat-
ment conditions, with the ceiling of 100 workers submitting
their answers per condition. Having a fixed amount of anno-
tations from each worker (10 tweet annotations) allows us
equalling the impact of each worker on the results. It also
makes it easier to manage the equal distribution of answers
between conditions.

We describe below which bonus descriptions we used to
test different qualitative framing of financial reward in our
experiment. We provide the exact text that was presented to
the workers right before starting tweet annotation, and de-
scribe the underlying principle of each incentive in greater
details.
Normative “You can qualify for the additional $0.1 bonus
if your answers demonstrate an additional effort.”
Because it would be hard to imagine a way of quantifying
“an additional effort” in such a task, this incentive only ap-



peals to the worker’s honesty. This also follows the norms
of MTurk where obtaining the reward is implicitly contin-
gent on the workers’ performance, because a requester has
an option to reject any work of insufficient quality.

Experts’ Approval “You can qualify for the additional $0.1
bonus if your answers are extremely accurate according to
our experts.”
This treatment condition is expected to work well on work-
ers who respond to authority. Indeed, it implies that their
work will be examined by experts, as if they were watched.

Professors’ Approval “You can qualify for the additional
$0.1 bonus if your answers are approved by our professors.”
By suggesting that the workers’ answers will be reviewed
by professors, this incentive appeals to the respect workers
may have for accomplished and recognized academics. This
also can lead to an increase of intrinsic motivation to help
students or research projects.

Peer Agreement “You can qualify for the additional $0.1
bonus if your answers agree with those of other workers.”
The goal of this incentive is to make the worker think about
what answers other workers would give in order to match
them.

Peer Truth Serum (PTS)
First formulation, PTS1
“You can qualify for the additional $0.1 bonus if your an-
swers are more surprisingly common with other workers
than collectively predicted.”
Second formulation, PTS2
“You can qualify for the additional $0.1 bonus if your an-
swers both agree with those of other workers and at the same
time novel.”
The previous incentive (Peer Agreement) assumes that the
majority should be right and motivates workers to return an-
swers that the majority of their peers would return. However,
in case of judgment tasks, we want to motivate workers to
provide their own believed answers even in case when they
disagree with the majority. Peer Truth Serum, which com-
bines elements of the Baysian Truth Serum (Prelec 2004)
with Peer Consistency (Huang and Fu 2013) is a way to
achieve this (Faltings et al. 2014). We used here two dif-
ferent formulations of the Peer Truth Serum, both with the
intent to make workers analyze whether the majority answer
they expect is the truth and only report what they believe is
the truth.

We do not include in our experiment any condition with-
out bonuses (either with or without specific instructions)
for several reasons. First of all, the focus of our study is
to find which qualitative formulation of bonus conditions is
more advantageous. The bonuses instructing for better qual-
ity answers were already shown to be more effective than
no bonuses and no instructions (Ho et al. 2015; Harris 2011;
Faltings et al. 2014). Using only socially framed instructions
(e.g. Normative) without bonuses were shown not to be ef-
fective for crowdsourcing, while joining financial incentives
with peer-oriented instructions was more successful (Shaw,
Horton, and Chen 2011). Moreover, providing instructions
for better answers without bonuses could lead to the refusal

of performing the task, because the conditions of answers’
acceptance are not clear enough. Our goal is to advance the
research on crowdsourcing incentives by comparing in more
detail the less studied, but potentially effective incentives
(i.e. with a bonus). The effects of bonus vs. no bonus are
considered to be fixed and out of scope of the current exper-
iment.

To discover whether the effects of financial incentives differ
depending on the difficulty of the task, we prepare two non-
overlapping datasets with different levels of difficulty: easy
and difficult.

Easy dataset The first, “easy” dataset consisted of 70 tweets
manually chosen such that they were emotional and not
difficult to interpret, thus requiring less effort to annotate.
They all are chosen from the tweets with emotional hash-
tags (e.g. #happy) or emojis, but those cues were removed
from the text when presented to workers. The example tweet
is “You said it would be different but like usual nothing has
changed”. While selecting the tweets we tried to balance the
presence of all 20 emotions based on the presumed labels.

Difficult dataset The second, “difficult” dataset comported
70 emotional tweets that were less obvious to interpret and
required more attention to annotate. 35.7% were tweets that
contained negated emotional terms, such as “I do not regret
a single thing being born as Dusun.”. We assumed that inac-
curate or inattentive workers could not notice negation and
interpret such tweets in a direct way. Also, assigning negated
emotional expressions to specific categories could require
more effort than assigning direct emotional expressions. We
also included in this dataset 38.6% sarcastic tweets, for ex-
ample “Best part about rush hour is driving into it going
Chicago!!! #not”. They are assumed to be more difficult
to interpret because of their indirect sense. The remaining
tweets were those that we discovered while exploring the
tweets with emotional hashtags, e.g. those that we found
confusing or those that expressed more than one emotion,
such as “Yesterday I had a pitty party for myself and today
I’m feeling grrrreat and happy. #overit #backatit #strong-
minded #StayPositive”.

The overall flow of the HIT was the following. First,
we asked workers to optionally answer some demographic
questions (pre-study questionnaire). Second, the workers
followed the short tutorial containing detailed instructions
on the expected answers and the comprehension quiz. After
having completed the tutorial, workers were shown the de-
scription of conditions for obtaining a fixed bonus (the text
was specific to each treatment condition). Then, they were
asked to annotate 10 tweets, randomly selected from the cor-
responding treatment dataset (easy or difficult). In the end,
workers could provide us a feedback by answering a post-
task questionnaire (this step was again optional). Notice that
while the specific conditions for obtaining a bonus were de-
scribed to workers, in reality, we gave the bonus (along with
the base payment) to every worker who submitted the full
HIT.



Results
Collected Data The collection of data took place between
May 13th and June 3rd 2015. During this time, 1, 875 work-
ers accepted the HIT and 1, 190 of them (63.5%) com-
pleted the task. Each worker was randomly assigned to one
of the treatment condition. We aimed to have 100 work-
ers per condition, but due to a technical issue while sav-
ing answers of some workers, this number was not always
reached. To deal with the growing concern around cheat-
ing of workers (Vuurens, de Vries, and Eickhoff 2011;
Kittur, Chi, and Suh 2008), unreliable labels were filtered
out. More precisely, we removed the tweet labels that were
generated in less than 3 seconds, as well as the answers
from workers who provided only one or two labels for their
tweets. In total, 5, 647 labels provided by 567 workers were
retained for 70 easy tweets and 5, 497 labels collected from
568 workers for 70 difficult tweets. On average, each tweet
was labeled by 79.6 different workers with a standard devi-
ation of 2.9.

We also compute the drop-out rate under each treatment
condition as the proportion of workers who did not finish
labeling all 10 tweets among those who have completed the
tutorial (thus, only the workers that gained access to the task
are taken into account). Overall, the drop-out rate is 27.3%.
The Chi-Squared test of independence suggests that there is
no significance difference of the drop-out rate between the
different treatment conditions (on the easy dataset : χ2 =
1.95, DF = 5, p-value = 0.85, on the difficult dataset : χ2 =
2.58, DF 5, p-value = 0.76).

Almost all workers (98.8%) answered at least one ques-
tion from the demographic questionnaire. The collected an-
swers showed that the workers were residing in at least 31
different countries, with a large majority of those who an-
swered residing in the USA (86.6%) and India (10.3%). It
also appears that most workers were between the ages of 18
to 25 or 26 to 35 (37.9% and 36% respectively). A large
majority (70%) reported that they are regular users of social
media, and most of the workers are native English speakers
(79.9%) or have an advanced level of English (14.6%). A
one-way ANOVA significance test of the distribution of de-
mographic parameters among the different groups showed
that the distributions are not significantly different across all
six groups (p-value > 0.58).

We also observed that on average workers spent 13.2 sec-
onds on the bonus instruction page, suggesting that the aver-
age worker indeed read instructions as opposed to skipping
this step.

Performance Metrics and Their Analysis The worker’s
performance is evaluated both in terms of the provided emo-
tion categories and emotion indicators. We compute the
agreement with the peer answers from workers in the same
condition. We also compute the correctness according to the
gold annotations, which are extracted based on the workers’
majority votes. The average of scores at the workers’ level
is reported, i.e. we start by computing each metric for all
worker’s answers and then compute average among workers.
The computation of each metric for one worker’s answer on
one tweet is described in detail below.

Category Agreement The agreement of the worker’s emo-
tion category label is computed as the percentage of agreed
peer labels for the same tweet.

Category Correctness To compute category correctness,
we first obtain the ground-truth categories by aggregating
the workers’ labels from all incentive conditions. For each
tweet, we extract the majority label (the one that is assigned
most often for the tweet) and all the categories with a rela-
tively high assignment number (we use the threshold of 0.5
minimum ratio from the majority label count). This means
that for each tweet several emotion categories can be present
in the ground-truth data. For the easy dataset, each tweet has
in average 1.51 ground-truth labels with a standard devia-
tion of 0.85, and for the difficult dataset – 2.00 labels with a
standard deviation of 1.36. In average, majority labels on the
easy dataset are returned by 42.5 workers, while the other
agreed labels in the ground truth – by 18.5 workers. Simi-
larly, on the difficult dataset, majority labels are returned by
34.6 workers in average, and other ground-truth labels – by
14.2 workers. These high coverage scores motivate our de-
cision to use the workers’ answers themselves to extract the
ground-truth correct labels for the studied tweets. If many
people specify that the tweet expresses a certain emotion, it
is difficult to argue with that consensual association. There-
fore, the worker’s label is considered to be correct if it is
within the set of extracted ground-truth labels for the tweet.

Tweet Indicator Agreement To compute indicator agree-
ment, we split all provided indicators into tokens and gener-
ate a set of non-repeated tokens as the current tweet indica-
tor answer. To compute agreement between two sets of tweet
indicator tokens, we apply a standard Information Retrieval
metric of Jaccard Similarity. For each worker’s answer the
tweet indicator agreement is the average agreement of that
token indicator set with the token sets from peer workers.

Tweet Indicator Correctness To construct the ground-
truth set of tweet indicators, we detect the answers with
correct category labels and aggregate them as follows. We
consider as correct all the tokens that appear in the answers
at least as often as the half of occurrence number of the
most appearing token. The tweet indicator correctness is
then computed as Jaccard similarity between the considered
set of tweet indicator tokens and the extracted correct set.

Additional Indicator Number We also measure the en-
gagement of a worker in producing new additional emotion
indicators, as detected by the number of additional indica-
tors.

In our analysis we used one-way ANOVA for testing the
differences in mean agreement and correctness scores within
each dataset. The multiple comparisons between incentives
conditions were accounted for by correcting the p-values
correspondingly, using the Tukey-Kramer correction.

Effects of Incentives on the Quality of Category Labels
Because the two-way ANOVA revealed a significant inter-
action between the two studied factors (difficulty and incen-
tives’ formulation), we decided to resort on analyzing the
simple effects of incentives at each level of difficulty. Fig-
ures 3 and 4 depict the comparisons across the incentives
conditions on category agreement and category correctness
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Figure 3: The effect of incentives on average category agreement of workers. Error bars indicate a standard error.
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Figure 4: The effect of incentives on average category correctness of workers. Error bars indicate a standard error.

respectively. Focusing on the easy dataset, we observe that
for both metrics there is no significant effect of the incen-
tives (p-value of one-way ANOVA is 0.183 for category
agreement and 0.571 for category correctness). Neverthe-
less, the incentives significantly affect worker’s performance
on difficult dataset. Indeed, p-value of one-way ANOVA
is < 10−7 for category agreement and 0.033 for category
correctness. Pairwise comparison of the incentives reveals
the advantage of PTS2 incentive: it is significantly better
than any other incentive in terms of category agreement (the
highest p-value is 0.045 when comparing with PTS1), and
it leads to the highest category correctness while signifi-
cantly outperforming the Normative condition (with p-value
0.023). The Normative condition, which is the only condi-
tion that appeals to nothing else but workers’ honesty, in its
turn results in the lowest category agreement on the difficult
dataset, significantly different from PTS1, PTS2, and Pro-
fessor’s Approval incentives (the highest p-value in those
comparisons is 0.034). These observations can be summa-
rized and explained as follows.

Finding 1. No influence of incentives for category la-
bels’ quality on easy dataset.
Finding 2. Advantage of PTS2 and disadvantage of
Normative for category labels’ quality on difficult
dataset.
One potential explanation for the difference in findings

between datasets could be a smaller effort required to de-

cide on the category label for the tweet from the easy dataset
than from the difficult one. Indeed, the category label of easy
tweets is likely to be more obvious for workers, and thus
they can be able to return agreeing labels without thinking
about the prospective validation of their answers. Thus, the
specific framing of incentives is not important when the task
is easy.

When the task is difficult, workers are required to put a
larger effort to decide on a specific emotion. We hypothesize
that this made the framing of incentives a more important
factor, which led to the observed differences in the incen-
tives’ effects on the difficult dataset. The experiment results
show higher category correctness and agreement of PTS2.
Other researchers suggested that the peer-oriented incentive
schemes (of which PTS is an example) can be effective be-
cause workers start to prospectively think about the answers
of other workers (Shaw, Horton, and Chen 2011). Another
hypothetical benefit of PTS-based incentive schema is over-
coming workers’ bias towards specific answers, e.g. those
that they believe to be chosen by majority (Faltings et al.
2014).

The benefits of PTS-based incentive schema were shown
before for counting tasks (Faltings et al. 2014). This work
confirms its advantage for a realistic judgment task (at least
when more difficult data are being labeled). Additionally,
in difference with the previous works, we also reveal that a
more clear formulation of PTS2 (“agreeing and novel”) re-
sults in better category agreement than another commonly



accepted formulation of PTS1 (“surprisingly common”).
This shows the importance of designing more clear formu-
lations of incentive instructions, at least when the task is dif-
ficult.

Effects of Incentives on the Quality of Indicators Fig-
ures 5 and 6 show average tweet indicator agreement and
correctness under the incentive treatments. The effects are
different from the ones with category labels. First of all, the
indicators output significantly differs among the incentives
only for indicator agreement on easy dataset (with one-way
ANOVA p-value < 10−7). This is because of significantly
lowers agreement scores for PTS1 and Experts’ Approval
schemes: they are both statistically significantly lower than
both Professors’ Approval and Normative incentives (with p
< 0.04), while PTS1 also has lower agreement than PTS2
and Peer Agreement. The Normative incentive which was
shown to perform among worst for category labels achieves
the highest indicator agreement in this case.

Second, no differences between incentives in terms of
indicator agreement or correctness is detected on difficult
dataset. Yet, the results tend to suggest a reverse picture:
Normative incentive has the lowest tweet indicator agree-
ment with the borderline p-value of comparison with the
highest agreement achieved by PTS1 (p-value = 0.061).

Additionally, we investigate the effects of incentives on
the number of given additional indicators as the measure of
workers’ engagement in the task. The average number of ad-
ditional indicators is 2.1 with standard deviation of 1.0. We
again found no significant differences in those numbers be-
tween different incentive on either easy or difficult datasets.

These findings are summarized and explained below.

Finding 3. Advantage of Normative and disadvantage
of PTS1 and Experts’ Approval Incentives for tweet in-
dicators on easy dataset

In search for the explanation of this effect, we investi-
gated other properties of returned tweet indicators. We found
that not all indicator tokens actually appeared in the text
of the tweets, and that indicator agreement is highly cor-
related with the percentage of the tokens that do appear.
The Pearson correlation coefficient between them is 0.87.
Further investigation reveals that many of not-tweet indica-
tors (36.2%) are names of emotion categories used in the
labeling (e.g. “pride elation”). The differences in indicator
agreement among incentives could be then due to the subtle
change in understanding of what is a tweet indicator. We hy-
pothesize that financial incentives conditioned on answers of
the peers or another validation process might bias workers to
think about indicators as additional labels representation of
tweets.

Finding 4. No influence of incentives for tweet indica-
tors on difficult dataset

We hypothesize that this can be due to the high difficulty
of selecting specific indicators for difficult tweets. Within
the easy tweets there are more explicit terms (e.g. “beyond
excited”) that are easy to identify as indicators of chosen
emotion. Annotating tweets in the difficult dataset requires

selecting longer spans of implicit text, for which the expec-
tations are less clear and output is harder to validate. This
uncertainty might make workers to ignore the financial in-
centives.

Finding 5. No influence of incentives for number of ad-
ditional indicators

The number of additional indicators remains stable across
different incentives conditions. This could be expected as
none of the suggested incentives implied that bonus would
depend on the amount of inputted data.

Perceived Evaluation
With the post-questionnaire, workers voluntarily reported
how well they understood the task (task comprehension),
how enjoyable it was to complete the task (task enjoyment),
how easy they found the task to be (task easiness), and how
much effort they invested in the task (cognitive effort). This
information was retrieved using a 5-point Likert scale with
the following options: (1) Strongly Disagree, (2) Disagree,
(3) Neutral, (4) Agree, and (5) Strongly Agree. The ques-
tions were formulated as follows:

Task comprehension:
“I understood fully what I was required to do in the task.”

Task Enjoyment:
“I enjoyed doing this task.”

Task Easiness:
“Doing this task was easy.”

Cognitive effort:
“I have put my best effort to do this task.”

Completing this post-questionnaire was not obligatory, but
63.6% of all workers answered at least one question. Specif-
ically, 55.8% of the workers assigned to the easy dataset an-
swered the post-questions, whereas 62.5% workers assigned
to the difficult dataset answered the post-questions. The Chi-
Squared test of independence showed that there is no signifi-
cant difference of the participation in the post-questionnaire
across 12 studied groups (χ2 = 7.83, DF = 11, p-value =
0.73).

The answers to the task comprehension question overall
suggest that the workers understood well the task while la-
beling any of the datasets (mean is 4.40 (SD = 0.78) on
easy dataset and 4.34 (SD = 0.78) on difficult dataset). The
answers about task enjoyment suggest that both workers’
groups found the task fairly enjoyable (mean is 3.99 (SD
= 0.93) on easy dataset and 3.88 (SD = 0.99) on difficult
dataset). We did not find any statistical difference for these
two questions between the two datasets. These questions
also show no difference across the incentives conditions (p-
values of Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric one-way ANOVA
for task comprehension and enjoyment are 0.83 and 0.85 on
the easy dataset and 0.99 and 0.65 on the difficult dataset).

For the question on task easiness, there is again no signif-
icant difference between the incentive conditions (p-values
of Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA are 0.76 for the easy dataset and
0.19 for the difficult dataset). However, we found a statis-
tically significant difference between the difficult and easy
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Figure 5: The effect of incentives on average tweet indicator agreement of workers. Error bars indicate a standard
error.
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Figure 6: The effect of incentives on average tweet indicator correctness of workers. Error bars indicate a standard error.

dataset groups (p-value < 10−5). Not surprisingly, work-
ers who labeled tweets from the easy dataset found the task
easier than those who labeled more difficult tweets (mean of
task easiness is 3.86 (SD = 0.89) on the easy dataset vs. 3.57
(SD = 1.05) on the difficult dataset).

When looking at the question on cognitive effort, we also
find no significant difference between the incentive condi-
tions (p-values are 0.43 for the easy dataset and 0.78 for the
difficult dataset). However, there is a statistically significant
difference between the difficult and easy dataset groups (p-
value = 0.04). Workers who labeled tweets from the easy
dataset reported putting less cognitive effort for doing the
task than workers from the difficult dataset condition (mean
of cognitive effort is 4.64 (SD = 0.63) on the easy dataset vs.
4.53 (SD = 0.80) on the difficult dataset).

Overall, the analysis of the post-questionnaire answers al-
lows us to conclude that the incentives have no effect on the
workers’ perceived evaluation in general. The worker’s an-
swers also verify that the difficult dataset is indeed perceived
as more difficult than the easy dataset and that it requires
additional cognitive effort to label. The latter implicitly ap-
proves our methodology for selecting tweets for the difficult
and easy datasets.

Discussion
Main Findings Previous research showed that mathemati-
cal bonus formulations can achieve better-quality results for

quantifiable tasks (Faltings et al. 2014; Shaw, Horton, and
Chen 2011). However, it is not straightforward how to apply
and compute such mathematical bonus formulations for less
quantifiable judgment tasks.

In this work, we study the effects of incentives given in
plain English (or in qualitative framing) and show that differ-
ent formulations can indeed result in different quality of the
answers, at least in terms of categorical labels and when the
task difficulty is high. In this case, we found that the a formu-
lation of the incentive based on the Peer Truth Serum (Falt-
ings et al. 2014) leads to better performance than any other
incentive. This finding is in accordance with the previously
shown benefits of this schema in its mathematical formula-
tion and on non-judgment tasks (Faltings et al. 2014). How-
ever, in our work, we studied two different English quali-
tative formulations of the Peer Truth Serum (“surprisingly
common” vs. “agreeing and novel”) and found that only the
second formulation leads to significantly better quality an-
swers in terms of categorical emotion labels. Although both
incentives have the same underlying principle, their formu-
lation plays a crucial role in the quality of the workers’ an-
swers, verifying the importance of the qualitative framing of
the incentive.

Limitations and Future Research In our case task, each
tweet annotation comprises two sub-tasks that could be eval-
uated in terms of agreement and correctness: (1) selecting
a category label from the predefined set and (2) inputting



corresponding emotion indicators appearing in the tweet.
Regarding the tweet indicators, we discovered the change
in their quality on the easy dataset and no effect of incen-
tives on the difficult dataset. However, we also show that the
quality of emotion indicators’ answers is confounded with
whether an indicator is acceptable (i.e. whether it comes
from the text of the tweet). Additionally, for the difficult
dataset, finding specific emotion indicators can be challeng-
ing since the emotion in most of these tweets is not ex-
pressed with explicit terms, but rather has to be inferred.
Moreover, the workers could potentially consider the incen-
tives only for the first sub-task of annotation (categorical
emotion labeling). All this prevents us from making conclu-
sions on the effects of incentives on the indicators’ quality.
To study the separate effects of different incentives on the in-
dicators, it could be beneficial to split the bonus conditions
into two task-dependent bonuses.

Another limitation that we face is that testing how exactly
workers understood the instructions is not feasible. Our ex-
planation of the reasons why a specific incentive can perform
better is rather limited to the theoretical principles of the pre-
sented incentives. Potentially, additional posterior questions
on how workers perceived the incentives’ relevance and how
they understood them would allow us to better understand
the nature of the incentives’ influence. Example questions
could include asking how important for the workers it was
to obtain the bonus, how much they considered the bonus
condition while providing their answers, and whether they
thought about the potential answers of other workers. Be-
sides providing the additional ground for the explanation
of the incentives effects, these questions would allow re-
searchers to adjust the optimal bonus amount for a specific
task and incentive.

In this work, we focus on investigating the differences
of effects between specific qualitative bonus formulations.
We did not experiment with different amount of bonus or
no bonus placement, because we considered reward-related
effects to be fixed and non-varied across our incentives con-
ditions. It is possible that changing the amount of the given
bonus could result in more pronounced differences of incen-
tives’ framing or alternatively no effect. However, the fact
that the qualitative framing of incentives affects the quality
of answers at least for one fixed bonus amount encourages
the future investigation, testing, and deployment of more ad-
vantageous qualitative bonus formulations.

Implications The qualitative formulations of bonuses that
were tested in our work are not specific to our case judgment
task of emotion annotation. As such, they can be universally
employed for other judgment tasks demanding for less quan-
tifiable and verifiable answers. The example tasks of this na-
ture are evaluation of web pages’ quality (Kittur, Chi, and
Suh 2008), assessment of search answers’ relevance (Kazai
2011), and collecting users’ perception of images (Quercia,
Schifanella, and Aiello 2014). Based on the empirical data
from our experiment, we believe that using the simple but
effective formulation of the Peer Truth Serum is likely help
other crowdsourcing judgment tasks to get better-quality an-
swers.

Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated how different qualitative fram-
ing of financial incentives can affect the workers’ answers in
a crowdsourcing judgment task. We conducted an online ex-
periment on the crowdsourcing platform, while using emo-
tion annotation in text as a test task. Six different qualita-
tive incentives, based on different principles of motivation
for better-quality answers, were investigated and tested with
varied difficulty of the task and performance metrics.

The results of our experiment revealed the differences in
the effects of the incentives’ framing depending on the dif-
ficulty of the task. For the category labels, when the task
is easy, the incentives have no impact on the performance of
workers. However, when the task becomes more tedious, our
findings suggest that it is beneficial to use a particular incen-
tive: with a well-formulated version of the Peer Truth Serum
(PTS) bonus, workers tend to output more correct and agree-
ing emotion labels. Moreover, only one of the two studied
PTS-based incentives was proven to be advantageous, show-
ing the importance of clear formulations of the incentives.
Our findings could be of potential value to the researchers
and practitioners aiming to design incentives mechanisms
for judgment tasks.
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